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Abstract

Global motion perception is a function of higher, or extrastriate, visual system circuitry. These 

circuits can be engaged in visually driven navigation, a behavior at which mice are adept. 

However, the properties of global motion perception in mice are unclear. Therefore, we developed 

a touchscreen-based, two-alternative forced choice (2AFC) task to explore global motion detection 

in mice using random dot kinematograms (RDK). Performance data was used to compute 

coherence thresholds for global motion perception. The touchscreen-based task allowed for 

parallel training and testing with multiple chambers and minimal experimenter intervention with 

mice performing hundreds of trials per session. Parameters of the random dot kinematograms, 

including dot size, lifetime, and speed, were tested. Mice learned to discriminate kinematograms 

whose median motion direction differed by 90 degrees in 7-24 days after a 10-14 day pre-training 

period. The average coherence threshold (measured at 70% correct) in mice for this task was 22 

± 5%, with a dot diameter of 3.88 mm and speed of 58.2 mm/second. Our results confirm the 

ability of mice to perform global motion discriminations, and the touchscreen assay provides a 

flexible, automated, and relatively high throughput method with which to probe complex visual 

function in mice.
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1. Introduction

Detection of motion cues in the external environment is a fundamental component of visual 

processing. The ability to detect changes in the environment signaled by motion is necessary 

for survival, regardless of whether the animal is predator or prey. Visual motion detection is 

not restricted to mammals, being widely observed across the animal kingdom, in species 

including zebrafish, and Drosophila melanogaster [1, 2]. In humans and non-human 

primates, visual perception is canonically divided into two specialized processing streams: 

the ventral or ‘what’ pathway and the dorsal or ‘where’ pathway [3]. The dorsal pathway is 

particularly selective for features of visual motion, with damage to brain areas in this 

pathway producing impaired motion perception [4, 5]. Accumulating evidence suggests that 

these two visual processing streams also exist in mice [6, 7], with mouse higher visual areas 

exhibiting diverse spatial and temporal tuning preferences for oriented gratings [8-11]. To 

determine how these cortical areas contribute to visual processing, it is prudent to first 

quantify the psychophysical limits of motion perception in mice [12, 13]. Mouse 

psychophysics can be combined with reversible optogenetic lesions to delineate requisite 

brain areas [8, 14], and genetically engineered mouse models can be used to link genetic 

changes to psychophysical performance [15, 16]. However, there is a currently a lack of 

methodologies for measuring psychophysical thresholds with motion stimuli in freely 

moving mice.

In humans and non-human primates, one common method used to examine motion 

perception is the random dot kinematogram (RDK) task [4, 17-28]. This task presents 

subjects with a field of random dots, some percentage of which are moving in the same 

direction while the rest move randomly. By varying the percentage of dots moving 

coherently and asking subjects to report the direction of motion, researchers can measure the 

threshold at which subjects are unable to discern coherent global motion from background 

noise [17]. Use of RDK in non-human primates has greatly enhanced our understanding of 

the cortical areas and computations required to successfully perform this task [29-32]. 

Researchers have also used the RDK task to obtain global motion coherence thresholds in 

diverse species, including harbor seals [33], pigeons [34], lizards [35], and rodents [12, 36]. 

Douglas and colleagues [12] reported that mice can learn the RDK task in a water swimming 

task. However, in that task, mice are manually handled on every trial, and this limits 
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throughput in the paradigm. More generally, mice have been noted to be difficult to train to 

perform visual psychophysics tasks [12, 13, 37]. Thus we sought to develop a higher 

throughput paradigm, and use it to explore global motion processing in mice.

Here, we present a video-based, touchscreen chamber task in which mice learn a RDK 

discrimination task. This work extends prior work on touchscreen-based learning and 

memory assays [38-40] to incorporate motion video stimuli and procedures to measure 

psychophysical thresholds in mice. Using this approach, we obtained a multi-faceted 

characterization of global motion processing in mice. We measured learning rates, 

psychometric curves, the influence of stimulus parameters on performance, response times 

as a function of either learning or discrimination difficulty, and we correlated learning rates 

with psychophysical thresholds. The behavior task we present here can facilitate further 

explorations of mouse psychophysics, and the data we present can constrain models of 

mouse visual processing of global motion stimuli.

2. Methods

2.1 Subjects

Seven adult C57BL/6 mice were used in the experiments reported here. Animals were 

between 60 and 100 days old at the start of training which lasted for approximately 3 

months. All training and procedures were reviewed and approved by the Institutional Animal 

Care and Use Committee of the University of North Carolina, which ensures compliance 

with the standards of the American Association for Laboratory Animal Science (AALAS).

2.2 Apparatus

The operant chamber is a modification of the mouse chamber available from Lafayette 

Instrument and reported in References [38-40]. The central chamber is a trapezoidal shaped 

enclosure with a metal perforated floor. The front wall of the chamber is a touchscreen 

monitor (1024 × 768) with a plastic screen and an IR sensor (Fig. 1a). The IR sensor in the 

touchscreen monitor reduced the necessity for the mouse to touch the screen with significant 

force to register a response. The back of the trapezoidal enclosure was modified to contain a 

liquid delivery reservoir (Coulbourn Instruments, H14-03M) connected to a custom lick 

sensor [41]. The liquid reward was delivered to the reservoir by a peristaltic pump 

(Williamson Manufacturing, Model 100-035-012-008/4). Control of the house light, pump, 

and detection of the lick sensor was performed with a DIO board (Phidgets, 1012_2) 

connected to the control computer. The control computer ran up to four operant chambers 

simultaneously. Each of the four chambers received sound from one channel of a sound card 

(Asus, Xonar DX 7.1) installed in the control computer. The sounds used in this task were 

either a 1 kHz sinusoidal tone or Gaussian white noise. A six-monitor video card 

(VisionTek, Radeon 7750 eye6) was used to deliver the visual stimulus to the four chambers 

as well as the main monitor for the control computer. All aspects of the system were 

controlled by custom software written in LabVIEW.
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2.3 Stimuli

Three stimulus image pairs (pairs 1, 2, and 5 from Reference [38]) were used for pre-

training. RDK were used for training and testing, and were generated in a custom LabVIEW 

program and saved as AVI video files. For a given set of parameters (dot size, dot speed, 

coherence, and lifetime) each AVI file consisted of 300 frames which, at the video display 

rate (30 Hz), formed 10 seconds of unique stimulus that was looped. Additionally, for each 

trial this video began at a unique frame number so the animal could not learn the task based 

on the initial frame presented. Dot diameter (3.88 mm) and dot speed (58.2 mm/s or 1.94 

mm step size per video frame) were selected to match previously used stimulus parameters 

[12]. The dot area coverage for training was 12.5% which resulted in approximately 77 dots 

for each stimulus side. The dot lifetimes, ⊺ (frames), used were either infinite or short (165 

ms, or 5 video update frames). Within a RDK, there are two populations of dots: one 

population that has the same movement direction (this defines the coherence percentage and 

net motion) and another population where each dot has a random direction of motion. All 

the dots in a kinematogram have the same dot size, lifetime, and step size. In a 100% 

coherent motion RDK all dots move in the same direction, while in a 0% coherence RDK all 

dots move randomly and no net direction of movement is perceived (Fig. 1b). To create a 

kinematogram, each dot (number of dots is determined by the dot density) is either placed in 

the coherent group or the random group and this assignment does not change. The dots in 

the coherent group are assigned a direction of travel (left or up in this study) and each dot in 

the non-coherent category is assigned an initial random direction evenly sampled across all 

directions.

Dot lifetime defines the number of frames a dot will appear on the screen while maintaining 

its trajectory. Throughout the dot lifetime, the dot will travel in the direction assigned at the 

creation of the dot (Fig. 1c). In the frame after the end of the dot lifetime, the dot will appear 

in a new location on the screen, and travel in an assigned direction depending on its 

membership to either the coherent group or random group. If it is part of the random group it 

will be assigned a new random direction of travel; a dot in the coherent group will appear in 

a new location but will keep the same direction of travel. At the start of the RDK, all dots are 

equally distributed to a position within their lifetime, therefore only 1/⊺ of the dots are 

appearing in a new location per frame. A consequence of this is then that the maximum 

coherence percentage is 100% × (⊺-1)/⊺, which for ⊺=5 is 80%. We use this corrected 

percent coherence for all reported measurements. For the “infinite” dot lifetime, we used 20 

frames. Supplementary Video 1 shows a series of kinematograms with decreasing dot 

coherence (80% - 0%) for a dot lifetime of 165 ms (5 frames).

2.4 Behavioral Training

Eight-week old C57BL/6 mice were separated into single housing and given free access to 

food for 5-7 days or until weight plateaued. During this period of time, mice typically gained 

10-20% of their original body weight. We found it to be important for the animals to gain 

weight prior to food restriction so the decrease in caloric intake would not lead to lethargy. 

The mice were then placed on food restriction and brought to and maintained at 85% of their 

plateaued body weight for the duration of training and testing. Once a mouse reached its 

target weight, we began the training protocol summarized in Table 1. Animals were trained 5 
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days a week at the same time every day, weighed immediately prior to the start of and fed 

immediately after the end of their training session. Over the course of training, mice learned 

to select a specific target stimulus on the touchscreen in order to earn a reward at the reward 

port. For our study, 5 μl of strawberry kefir was used as a reward. The total amount of 

reward was calculated at the end of a training period and the additional caloric requirements 

were supplied by Prolab RMH 3000 LabDiet (Granville Milling, Purina) chow. The daily 

food intake for each animal was adjusted individually to maintain 85% body weight. As 

mentioned, training occurred 5 days a week; on non-training days, the mouse obtained all of 

its daily calories from an adjusted amount of Prolab RMH 3000 chow.

The training was conducted in four phases described below (Fig. 2a-c). Depending on the 

phase of training, sessions varied between 60 and 150 minutes. The first three phases were 

considered ‘pre-training’.

Training stage 1: Free Reward (FR)—The purpose of this phase of training was to 

associate the tone with the delivery of a reward, and learning the location of the reward 

(liquid port). During this phase, mice learned to lick the reward port to receive a reward. A 

trial started with a one second, 1 kHz tone followed by the delivery of a reward to the liquid 

port. Licking the reward port triggered the start of a new trial after the mouse had 

discontinued licking the reward port for at least 200 ms. This allowed for the mouse to 

consume the reward (Fig. 2a). There was no timeout and no stimuli were presented on the 

touchscreen during this phase of training. In order to advance, mice had to trigger more than 

200 trials in an hour long session during two consecutive training days (Table 1). Mice were 

allowed to take up to a maximum of five training days to reach criteria, however the mice in 

this study completed this stage in an average of 2.1 ± 0.4 (mean ± S.D.) days (Fig. 3a, Table 

1).

Training stage 2: Must Touch (MT)—The goal of this phase was to associate touching 

the screen with delivery of a reward. During this phase, mice had to touch any location on 

the screen at the front of the box to receive a reward. Random image pairs (pairs 1, 2, and 5 

from Reference [38]) were presented on the touchscreen at the start of the trial with each 

image presented on a random side of the screen. After touching the screen, the images 

disappeared and a one second, 1 kHz tone sounded along with a reward. No timeouts were 

used during this phase of training. In this phase, cessation of licking the reward port 

triggered a new trial which began with random image pairs presented on the touchscreen 

(Fig. 2b). After 2 consecutive training days of more than 200 initiated trials per hour, the 

mice progressed to the next phase of training (Table 1). For this phase of training, mice were 

again allowed up to a maximum of five training days to reach criteria, however the mice in 

this study completed this stage in an average of 2.4 ± 0.5 (mean ± S.D.) days (Fig. 3a, Table 

1).

Training stage 3: Image Discrimination (IM)—This training phase utilized a dot and 

fan image pair stimulus [39] and required the mice to touch a specific target stimulus on the 

screen to earn a reward. The target stimulus was randomly presented on either the left or 

right side of the screen with no more than three target stimuli appearing on the same side 

sequentially. During the initial stage of this phase, no mask was present in front of the screen 
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in order to encourage touching the screen. Touching the target image (dot) on the screen 

earned the mouse a reward from the reward port along with a 1 kHz tone (1 second), while 

touching the distractor image (fan) resulted in a Gaussian white noise sound (1 second) and 

the house lights coming on for a timeout period of 10 seconds (Fig. 2c). After an incorrect 

answer, a correction trial [40, 42] was given in which the same stimuli were presented on the 

same side of the screen. This was repeated until the animal chose correctly. The correction 

trial helped to break any bias that a mouse might have for one side of the chamber and thus 

prevents the mouse from accepting a time out ~50% of the time. Only the initial answer to a 

stimulus presentation was counted toward the percentage correct (correction trials were 

ignored). Again in this phase, a new trial was immediately triggered upon cessation of 

licking the reward port. As a result, the stimuli was present as soon as the mouse turned and 

faced the screen, maximizing time for discrimination while also assuring the stimuli were 

presented when the mouse was roughly equidistance between the two choices. In order to 

advance to the next stage of training, mice had to perform this task with 85% accuracy on 

200 or more trials in one hour for two consecutive training days (Table 1). Mice were 

allowed up to a maximum of 10 training days to reach criteria. After reaching criteria, a 

dividing mask was added in front of the screen to more clearly delineate the two stimuli and 

allowed up to an additional two days to return to criteria (Table 1). In practice, performance 

improved on the task with introduction of the mask, with no mice in this study taking the 

maximum of 12 days to pass this stage of training (Fig. 3a) The average number of training 

days at this stage (without and with the mask) was 7.4 ± 1.3 (mean ± S.D.) training days 

(Table 1).

Training stage 4: Random Dot Kinematogram (RDK)—Upon reaching this phase, 

mice were trained to discriminate between two moving stimuli (see Section 2.3 Stimuli): 

dots moving upward (target stimulus) and dots moving leftward (distractor stimulus). This 

stage of training also incorporated correction trials as described above (Fig. 2c). Mice were 

initially trained on the RDK task with an infinite dot lifetime (RDK-inf, Fig. 3a) and a 

progressively increasing timeout and session duration (Table 1). After mice were performing 

with at least 85% accuracy on two consecutive days, the RDK stimulus was changed to a 

version with short (165 ms = 5 frames) dot lifetimes (RDK-short, Fig. 3a). The average 

number of training days on RDK-inf was 13.4 ± 4.4 (mean ± S.D.) and on RDK-short was 

5.6 ± 2.5 training days.

2.5 Behavioral Testing

Stimuli for testing consisted of 11 levels of coherence (0% to 80% in steps of 8%) with a dot 

lifetime of 165 ms. Testing consisted of interleaved blocks of testing and training. Mice were 

not cued as to whether they were in a testing or training block.

During testing blocks, all 11 coherence levels (11 trials per block) were presented in a 

random order, using the “Method of Constant Stimuli” [43]. All answers were rewarded as if 

correct to counter nonvisual factors, such as the past history of rewards and failures, which 

have been shown to strongly impact behavior [13]. Further, given that our testing stimuli 

range from relatively easy to discriminate (80% coherence) down to impossible to 

discriminate (0% coherence), we did not want to “discourage” the mouse for an incorrect 
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response if the mouse was well motivated and attempting to indicate the correct answer. In 

these blocks, it is possible that the mouse may shift its behavior to no longer be stimulus-

dependent. To counter this, we added interleaved training blocks to our testing paradigm, 

which included the usual time-out periods for incorrect responses.

During training blocks (7 trials per block), stimuli at 80% coherence were presented and 

normal performance feedback (including timeout periods and correction trials) was 

provided. Performance during these interleaved training blocks served as an internal control 

to ensure the mice were still working to perceive the direction of the MDK stimuli in the 

testing blocks. Testing data was used only if the animal performed on average at criteria 

(≥85% correct) during training blocks for a testing session. All responses and coherence 

levels were recorded for analysis. Testing sessions were conducted for 150 minutes and 

resulted in an average of 330 testing trials with 30 trials per individual coherence level.

2.6 Parameter alterations

To further test the system, we altered stimuli parameters and assessed the performance of the 

mice. After training and coherence testing were successfully completed, a separate testing 

day was used to examine mouse performance with changes in either dot size or step size. 

Both dot size and step size were tested under a constant coherence of 48% to avoid a ceiling 

effect. The dot size was tested between 0.97 mm and 6.78 mm in increments of 0.97 mm and 

with a constant speed of 58.2 mm/s (step size of 1.94 mm/step). The dot density was held to 

a constant coverage of 12.5%. The influence of speed (step size) was tested by using the 

following levels of speed (step size): 7.2, 14.4, 36.3, 58.2, 87.3, 138.0, 181.5 mm/s (0.24, 

0.48, 1.21, 1.94, 2.91, 4.60, 6.05 mm/step) while maintaining a dot size of 3.88 mm.

2.7 Curve fitting and statistical analyses

LabVIEW and MATLAB programs were used to analyze data. To obtain precise 

measurements of coherence thresholds from our psychometric data and control for variation 

in maximum performance, data for each mouse was normalized to maximum performance 

(non-normalized, or “raw”, data is also presented). This data was then fit with a Weibull 

cumulative distribution function(PWeibull) where x is the observed value [8, 44]

The slope (β) and threshold parameters (α) [44] were obtained by optimizing the log 

likelihood comparing the observed psychometric data to the data generated by the Weibull 

function. To detect linear correlations, Pearson's coefficient was computed, along with a 

two-tailed p-value.

3. Results

3.1 Training

All mice trained in this study (7 of 7) successfully passed the pre-training phases (FR, MT, 

& IM), meeting criteria to advance to RDK training in 12 ± 1.5 days (mean ± S.D.) (Fig. 
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3a). These mice also readily acquired the RDK task (7 of 7, Fig. 3a), ultimately 

discriminating correctly between vertical and horizontal motion on 85% or more of trials 

(Fig. 3b). Six out of seven mice performed significantly below chance for the first four days 

of RDK training, suggesting an implicit bias for selecting the non-target stimulus (Fig. 3b). 

However, regardless of initial performance, all animals reached RDK testing criteria with 

additional training (Fig. 3b). As the mice learned the task, the median response time (time 

from stimulus presentation until selection) showed a significant decrease (Fig. 3c, p = 0.004, 

paired t-test). It is worth noting that the animal that was above chance on the initial day of 

RDK training also learned the RDK task quickest (blue line, Fig. 3d), however most mice 

took longer to acquire the RDK task (inset, Fig. 3d). Once mice performed the RDK task at 

100% coherence with 85% accuracy for 2 consecutive days, the task was modified, with the 

stimulus switching from infinite dot lifetimes to dot lifetimes of 165 ms (arrows, Fig. 3d). 

Performance in all mice decreased after switching to short dot lifetimes, however the mice 

returned to criteria within a few days of continued training (Table 1, Fig. 3a,b,d). Due to the 

decrease in dot lifetimes, the maximum coherence displayed decreased to 80% (see Section 
2.3). This likely produced the initial decrease in seen in task performance. On average, mice 

acquired the RDK task with 19 ± 5 (mean ± S.D.) days of training with one training session 

per day. Supplementary Video 2 shows an example of a mouse during the RDK training 

phase.

3.2 Coherence threshold testing

Psychometric coherence curves were obtained for six mice by interleaving testing and 

training blocks. One mouse failed to generate a coherence curve despite meeting the RDK 

criteria. During testing blocks, mice were presented stimulus pairs of coherence levels 

between 80% and 0% in random order, allowing us to sample the full range of coherence 

values for each animal (Fig. 4a). Feedback was not given on trial performance as all answers 

were rewarded as if correct. Training blocks with performance feedback using stimuli at 

80% coherence were given after a testing block and served as an internal control. Testing 

data was used if the animal performed on average at criteria (at least 85% of trials correct) 

during training blocks. Supplementary Video 3 shows an example of a mouse during a RDK 

testing phase. The raw curves from six animals show similar trends, regardless of how 

quickly the mouse acquired the task (Fig. 4a, b). Weibull curves were fitted [8] to the data 

normalized to maximum performance for each animal (Fig. 4c). The maximum performance 

between animals was similar (Fig. 4d). We computed both raw and normalized (to the 

maximum performance of each mouse) coherence thresholds (Fig. 4d). The average 

threshold for coherence detection, defined as the level at which performance drops to 70% 

correct, was 22% ± 5% for the normalized values and 34% ± 7% for the raw values (Fig. 

4d). One mouse was retested on two days and yield similar thresholds for both days (17.9% 

and 22.7%, normalized threshold). Mice that learned the task quickly also exhibit more 

sensitive (lower) thresholds for RDK discrimination. The correlation between the time of 

acquisition of the task (the number of training sessions on the RDK task with infinite 

lifetime) and the ultimate psychophysical measure of coherence threshold was highly 

significant (Fig. 4e; Pearson correlation = 0.97; p = 0.0014). To examine if the coherence 

threshold tested affected the response time, we calculated the mean of the fastest 50% of 

response times (measured from the start of the stimulus presentation until the selection 
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occurred) for each coherence level for each mouse. The mean of the six mice show a positive 

Spearman correlation (Fig. 4f; Spearman correlation = 0.397; p = 0.00098). This result 

indicates that on the more difficult trials the response time increased. Each animals’ plot was 

normalized to the mean response time to normalize animal variations. Finally, we 

investigated whether mice exhibited a bias towards selecting the right or left sides of the 

touchscreen. Four of the six animals showed no significant bias in choice (p > 0.16 for those 

four mice, Wilcoxon signed rank test of choice side versus presentation side). Mouse 3 

exhibited a bias toward the right side (~6.6% relative to presentation, p = 0.0118, Wilcoxon 

signed rank test) and Mouse 6 exhibited a bias toward the left side (~5.6% relative to 

presentation, p = 0.0022, Wilcoxon signed rank test). Collectively the mice demonstrated no 

systematic choice preference for a given side (p = 0.32, t-test).

3.3 Parameter alterations

Next, we explored the stimulus parameter space. We systematically altered dot size and 

speed (which is related to step size), and then measured how these parameters affect 

performance. To detect both increases and decreases in performance (i.e., minimizing 

potential ceiling effects), stimuli were generated using a coherence level of 48%, which 

produced average performance levels of 75% correct. Dot size of the stimuli was then varied 

around the level used to obtain the coherence curves (Fig. 4). Individual curves show similar 

trends (Fig. 5a), and the average shows that dot diameters 2.91 – 4.84 mm were readily 

perceived by the mice (> 60% performance; Fig. 5b). We then tested whether changes in 

speed (step size) altered discrimination performance. Again, stimuli were generated using a 

coherence level of 48%. Step size of the stimuli was varied around the level used to obtain 

the coherence curves (Fig. 4). Raw curves show similar trends between mice (Fig. 5c) while 

the average curve shows that speeds (36.3 – 181.5 mm/s (step size 1.21 – 6.05 mm/step) 

were easily perceived by the mice (> 60% performance; Fig. 5d).

4. Discussion

We have presented an automated, touchscreen-based behavioral training and psychophysical 

testing method for measuring global motion perception in mice. To our knowledge, this is 

the first report of the use of video stimuli in a touchscreen-based paradigm for mice. With 

this paradigm, mice performed several hundred trials per session without experimenter 

intervention. This adaptation of the original touchscreen based operant system [39] allowed 

us to train multiple mice in parallel (limited by the number of chambers available, four in 

this study), and measure several aspects of psychophysical performance for RDK 

discriminations. Using this method, we found that mouse-to-mouse variability in RDK 

coherence thresholds was low (Fig. 4), and mice had similar sensitivities to dot size and dot 

speed (Fig. 5). These findings can help constrain models of visual processing for motion 

perception.

Since the mice are freely moving in this task, the stimulus parameters (dot size and speed) in 

units of degrees of visual arc increase as the mouse moves towards the stimulus screen. The 

stimulus parameters, in units of degrees of visual arc, depend on both viewing distance and 

viewing angle (Fig. 5e). For a particular viewing distance and angle (ie, position of the 
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mouse and portion of the screen viewed) conversions from millimeters to degrees are 

straightforward (Fig. 5f). Manual observation revealed that mice would often approach one 

side of the screen, but then alter their path and observe the other side before choosing a 

response (Supplemental Videos 2, 3). By moving from side to side, some of the relative 

changes in dot size and speed are mitigated. With our experiment, we obtained an average 

raw coherence threshold of 34%, which is in agreement with the threshold obtained in a 

swim-based assay [12], and this value was similar across mice in the task (Fig. 4). Moreover, 

systematic variation in performance as a function of stimulus parameters was similar across 

mice (Fig. 5). Thus this source of imprecision does not preclude quantitative psychophysical 

measurements.

To date, there are few prior reports on visual psychophysics in mice. Aspects of mouse 

behavior can make psychophysics tests challenging in this species [12, 13, 37], and this has 

been a barrier to progress. Here we present a test that can be performed in freely moving 

mice, offers relatively high throughput, and provides maximal performance values > 85%, 

and reproducible performance from mouse-to-mouse.

One of the applications of this task is to measure psychophysical thresholds and parameter 

sensitivity, to constrain models of visual function, just as we did here. Another application is 

to use the freely moving behavior task to determine parameters and generate stimuli for 

lower throughput headfixed tasks [8, 45-48]. The ability to more rapidly test and generate 

trained animals in the freely moving behavioral tasks can expedite training and restrict the 

parameter space for headfixed behavioral tasks.

The automated, touchscreen-based RDK task we have developed will enable researchers to 

take advantage of available genetic tools in mice to probe both normal circuit function and 

the effects of genetic manipulations on task performance. The psychophysics task we 

present here, and freely moving touchscreen tasks more generally, are compatible with 

various experimental approaches for interrogating neural circuitry, including calcium 

imaging using head-mounted fluorescent microscope [49], fiber photometry [50], 

optogenetics [51], and chemogenetics [52]. Thus, this assay can support further explorations 

into neural circuitry underlying visual processing in mice.

RDK stimuli are used both in both basic vision research and clinical research. In humans, 

this task is used to study the development of global motion perception and the effect of 

aging on signal discrimination [18, 24]. It has also been used to assess the nature and 

severity of impairment in patients suffering from congenital cataracts, amblyopia, and 

dyslexia [22, 23, 53, 54]. Psychometric measurements of this task have been successfully 

applied to neurodevelopmental and other psychiatric disorders, such as Fragile X Syndrome, 

Autism Spectrum Disorders, and Alzheimer’s [25-28]. Using the RDK discrimination 

paradigm presented here, this task can be readily tested in mouse models of diseases to 

reveal the effects of disease-related mutations on task performance [55].

Supplementary Material

Refer to Web version on PubMed Central for supplementary material.
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Highlights

• A global motion, random dot kinematogram touchscreen task for freely 

moving mice.

• Mice reliably learned, and performed hundreds of trials per session.

• Quantitative psychometric curves were reproducible mouse-to-mouse.

• Parameter alterations measured effects of stimulus parameters on 

motion perception.

• This method can be used to measure higher visual functions in mice.
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Figure 1. System layout and random dot kinematogram (RDK) visual stimuli
(a) Dimensions of the touchscreen based behavioral apparatus are given. On the left is the 

trapezoidal enclosure utilized and on the right is the screen insert used to delineate the two 

sides of the stimuli. (b) Examples for three coherence levels for the RDK are shown. Circles 

with the green outline belong to the coherent group and travel in the same direction. (c) Each 

subsequent frame the dot travels a given step size. After a given number of frames (dot 

lifetime) the dot disappears and appears in a new location. The example given is for a dot 

lifetime of 5 frames.
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Figure 2. Training flowcharts
(a) In the Free Reward (FR) stage, the mouse associates the tone with a reward and learns 

the location of the reward. (b) In the Must Touch stage, the mouse learns to associate 

touching the screen with reward delivery. In this stage, touching either side of the screen 

results in a reward. (c) In the Image Discrimination (IM) stage of training, the mouse is only 

rewarded for touching the side of the screen presenting the target static image stimulus. In 

Random Dot Kinematogram (RDK) training, the task is identical to IM except both stimuli 

are moving dot kinematograms.
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Figure 3. RDK discrimination learning
(a) The number of training days for each mouse until performance criteria were met for 

progression to the next stage (solid line indicates the population mean). The “cutoff criteria” 

(dotted line) is the maximum number of training days allowed for a stage. (b) Initial and 

final performance during training on the RDK task. On the first day of training the mice 

were close to chance level (dotted line at 50%). After 10-24 days of training, all mice had 

acquired the task to the criteria level (dotted line at 85%). (c) The median response time 

(time from the presentation of the stimulus until the selection of a stimulus) for each animal 

on both the initial and final days of RDK training indicates that there is a significant 

decrease (p = 0.004, paired t-test) the in response time after the mice learned the task. (d) 

RDK training curves of the fastest (blue) and slowest (red) mice to reach the criteria. 

Acquisition of the RDK task occurred over 10-24 days of training (one training session per 

day). The arrow indicates the switch from infinite dot lifetime to finite dot lifetime. Due to 

the decrease in coherence level created by the change in dot lifetime, the performance of the 

mice decreased. In the inset, the RDK training curves for all mice showing performance 

across training sessions are shown. Criteria level (85%) and chance level (50%) are 

indicated. The tick marks on the inset plot have the same values as those shown on the larger 

plot.
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Figure 4. Psychometric curves
(a) Coherence curves were obtained for six mice by interleaving testing and training blocks. 

During testing blocks, mice were presented stimulus pairs of coherence levels between 80% 

and 0% in random order, allowing us to sample the full range of coherence values for each 

animal. Feedback was not given on trial performance during testing blocks as all answers 

were rewarded as if correct. Training blocks with performance feedback using stimuli at 

80% coherence were given after a testing block and served as an internal control. The fastest 

(blue) and slowest (red) learners are labeled. (b) The average (black line) and s.e.m. (gray 

shading) for the six mice tested in (a). The threshold for performance was considered 70% 

correct and is plotted as a dotted line. (c) Weibull curves were fit to the data normalized to 

maximum performance for each animal. The coherence threshold for each mouse is labeled 

in the corresponding graph and denoted with a dotted line. The fastest (blue) and slowest 

(red) learners are labeled. (d) Parameters from the Weibull curve fits yielded the coherence 

threshold (percent coherence at 70% accuracy) for both the raw and data normalized (left) 

and the maximum performance (right). The horizontal bar indicates the mean and the 

vertical bar is the S.E.M. (e) The number of days of training a mouse required on the infinite 

dot lifetime RDK task correlated with the psychophysical measure of coherence threshold. 
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The fastest (blue) and slowest (red) learners are labeled. (f) Mean of the fastest 50% of 

response times (measured from the start of the stimulus presentation until the selection 

occurred) for each coherence level for each mouse was normalized to their mean and was 

then averaged. The mean of the six mice show a positive Spearman correlation (Spearman 

correlation = 0.397; p = 0.00098).
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Figure 5. Comparing stimulus parameters and performance
After training and coherence testing were successfully completed, a separate testing day was 

used to examine mouse performance with changes in either dot diameter (a, b) or speed 

(step size) (c, d). Both dot diameter and speed were tested under a constant coherence of 

48% to avoid a ceiling effect. (a) Individual mouse performance as dot size was varied. (b) 

The mean (black) and S.E.M. (gray) of the 4 mice from (a). (c) Individual mouse 

performance as the speed (resulting in changes in the step size) was varied. (d) The mean 

(black) and S.E.M. (gray) of the 4 mice from (c). The arrows in a-d indicate the values used 

for training. (e) Apparent size and speed of a dot (in degrees of visual field) changes as a 

function of viewing distance along the normal to the screen and along the perpendicular 

direction. As the animal approaches the screen along the midline, the relative dot size and 

speed increases for the dots closest to the midline (blue), and increases until a maximum is 

reached before decreasing again for the dots further from the midline (red, yellow). Viewing 

angles for the three screen location for a 76 mm viewing distance (along the central axis of 

the chamber) are indicated. (f) Panels (b) and (d) have been plotted with the x-axis 

converted to mm and mm/s assuming a viewing distance of 76 mm and angle of 28.1°.
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Table 1
Training Protocol

Summary of the various phases of training as described in ‘2.4 Behavioral Training’. “Cutoff criteria” refers 

to the maximum number of possible training days allowed per mouse for a given stage. If a mouse failed to 

reach the criteria for progression in that number of days or fewer, the mouse was cut from training. No mice 

were cut from training during this study. “Criteria for progression” details the minimum number of initiated 

trials, performance level (if applicable), and minimum number of consecutive days at the specified 

performance level are required to advance to the next stage. The duration of a training session under each stage 

as well as the duration of the timeout used for punishment (if applicable) are also given.

Phase
Training

days Cutoff
Criteria

Mean +/− S.D.
Days to
criteria

Criteria for
progression

Session
duration

Punishment
time out

Free Reward (FR) 5 2.1 +/− 0.4

200 trials per
hour

2 consecutive
days

60 min NA

Must Touch (MT) 5 2.4 +/− 0.5

200 trials per
hour

2 consecutive
days

60 min NA

Image Discrimination (IM) 10

7.4 +/− 1.3

85%
performance
200 trials per

hour
2 consecutive

days

60 min 10 sec

IM + Screen 2

85%
performance
200 trials per

hour
2 consecutive

days

60 min 10 sec

Random Dot
Kinematogram – infinite
dot lifetime (RDK-Inf)

NA

13.4 +/− 4.4

2 days on task 60 min 10 sec

RDK - Inf NA 2 days on task 90 min 30 sec

RDK - Inf NA 2 days on task 120 min 60 sec

RDK - Inf 20

85%+
performance
2 consecutive

days

150 min 90 sec

Random Dot
Kinematogram – short dot

lifetime (RDK-short)
10+ 5.6 +/− 2.5

85%+
performance
2 consecutive

days

150 min 90 sec
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